1) Hannah Lee

What do you like about BCC?
- “That there’s an opportunity for you even when you’re not looking.”

5 Interests
- Unconventional/Controversial Literature
- Feminism
- Early European History
- Richard Siken’s Poetry
- Spotify

Major
- English

2) Elliott Stevens-Fosque

What do you like about Bergen C.C.?
- "The diversity and best tutoring center."

5 Interests
- Making money
- Cars
- Hands on tasks
- Learning new skills
- My health

Major
- Business Administration

3) Jeffrey Rothman

What do you like about BCC?
- My favorite thing about BCC is how it provides a safe & welcoming learning environment for everyone regardless of age, race, gender, religion, sexual preference, etc.

5 Interests
- Movies
- Video games
- Comics
- Going on trips
- Helping others succeed!

Major
- Communications
4) **Doretha Jackson**  
What do you like about BCC?  
- “The standards that BCC grants to students to achieve goals with high expectations.”

5 Interests  
- Myself  
- Encouraging others  
- Reading  
- Learning about other cultures  
- Lending a helping hand

Major  
- General Phycology

5) **Isaac Alejo-Reyes**  
What do you like about Bergen C.C.?  
- “The entire campus and all the opportunities that it offers”

5 Interests  
- Animals  
- Teaching  
- Mentoring  
- Nature  
- Music

Major  
- Biology

6) **Lorraine Derwin**  
What do you like about Bergen C.C.?  
- I like how BCC gives opportunities that other colleges do not offer. BCC makes everyone feel welcomed and I truly enjoy attending this college.

5 Interests  
- Music  
- Sign language  
- Fishing  
- Reading  
- Playing with my dog

Major  
- Communications/Broadcasting
7) Theodore Berlinger
What do you like about Bergen C.C.?
• I like that Bergen Community College has a great multitude of people from all different backgrounds and stories that make them unique. I have been inspired and learned a great deal from my colleagues.

5 Interests
• Art, Politics
• Business/Entrepreneurship
• Civil Liberties
• Religion/Philosophy

Major
• AS Business Administration

8) Nora Figueroa
What do you like about Bergen C.C.?
• There are many things I like about B.C.C. but one of the main things is the fact that students get the opportunity to pick from basically almost any major and pay a lower rate. They get to save money and save up for the next step in higher education. That to me is so helpful coming from a lower income family.

5 Interests
• I like the Hotel Management Business
• I like helping people
• I like working for the 1-2-3 Connect
• I like every type of music except for country music
• I like going out to have fun with my friends

Major
• Hospitality/Hotel Management

9) Ji Yon Kim
What do you like about Bergen C.C.?
• “Bergen's highly diverse community along with its abundant resources and various events makes the institution outstanding and "open" for everyone.”

5 Interests
• Traveling
• Learning new languages/cultures
• Photography
• Helping others
• Coffee/Juice/Smoothies/Drinks

Major
• Business Administration (planning to double major in Japanese upon transfer)
10) Stanley Newball

What do you like about Bergen C.C.?
- A Place to grow academically, socially, safely and comfortably.

5 Interests
- Motorsports
- Video Games
- Family/Friends
- Science
- Hockey (NJ Devils)

Major
- General Science

11) Alex Crowley

What do you like about Bergen C.C.?
- I like how Bergen is diverse

5 Interests
- Rescuing Animals
- Shopping
- Food
- Disney Foods
- Music

Major
- Special Education

12) Amel Bermudez

What do you like about Bergen C.C.?
- “I like everything about BCC, it’s a great environment to grow, connect and become a leader.”

5 Interests
- Anesthesia
- Science
- Inventing
- Sports
- Life

Major
- Honors Biology
13) **Amber Pearson**

What do you like about Bergen C.C.?
- What I like about Bergen is that I feel like it gives students a fresh academic start and forms them into the ideal college student

5 Interests
- Watching documentaries
- Reading
- Writing
- Scary movies
- Music

Major
- Psychology

14) **Cassandra Preciose**

What do you like about Bergen C.C.?
- “Bergen has become my second home over the past couple of semesters. I feel safe here and appreciate the familiarity it provides me with”

5 Interests
- Gardening
- Photography
- Scrapbooking
- Going to Beaches

Major
- General Studies

15) **Christopher Kim**

What do you like about Bergen C.C.?
- “The most appreciated aspect of BCC is the many opportunities available that help foster personal development.”

5 Interests
- Sushi Bars
- Improv shows
- Hot Sauce
- Ultimate Frisbee
- Mini golfing

Major
- Chemistry